The one-way and two-way communication modes used for sending messages to processors of interconnection networks via vertex-disjoint paths in one communication step are investigated. The complexity of communication algorithms is measured by the number of communication steps (rounds). This paper reveals a direct relationship between the gossip complexity and the vertex bisection width. More precisely, the main results are the following:
{9,..., Pk} is called the set of active paths of round R. The executed communication of round R in one-way mode consists of a submission of the whole actual information of xi,1 to xi,/, via path fi for all i = 1,. , . , k. xi,1 is called the sender of q, and xi,~, is called the receiver of fi. [The executed communication of round R in two-way mode consists of an exchange of the actual information between xi,] and xi,~, for all i = 1,. . . , k.] The inner nodes of path I? (nodes different from the end-points xi,1 and xi,~,) do not learn the message submitted from xi,1 to xi,e, [exchanged between xi,1 and xi,~,], they only realize the connection between xi,] and Xi,/,.
The lVDP/2VDP mode and related modes (listen-in VDP mode and edge-disjoint paths mode) were introduced and studied in [2-61. For the 2VDP mode, it is shown in [5] that the 2-dimensional grid belongs to the best gossip graphs among all planar graphs and almost optimal gossip algorithms are designed for d-dimensional grids, d 23. The effectivity of the algorithms for gossiping in grids was shown by first proving a general lower bound for graphs with bounded vertex bisection width, and then by applying this result to planar graphs and grids. So, the basic graph property completely determining the gossip complexity was the vertex bisection width. This result suggested that in general there is a relationship between the gossip complexity and the vertex bisection width. Such a relationship is described in this paper. More precisely, the main contributions are the following: 1. For any n, k E N, n 3 k 2 2, we prove that for any 2-way gossip algorithm running on a graph Gn,k of n nodes and vertex bisection width k, the lower bound on the number of rounds is 2 log, n -log, k -log, log, k -6. 2. For any n, k E N, 2<k bnjlog, n, we prove that there is a graph Gn,k of n nodes and vertex bisection width k such that there exists a 2-way gossip algorithm for it running in 2 log, n -log, k -log, log, k + 7 rounds. The first result improves the lower bound of 2 log, n -log, k -log, log, n -4 from [5] . The second result shows that this improvement is the best possible with respect to a large class of graphs G,,k of n nodes and vertex bisection width k.
For the 1VDP mode, it is shown in [5] that the 2-dimensional grid belongs to the best gossip graphs among all planar graphs if restricting the class of all gossip algorithms to some subclass of the so-called "well-structured" gossip algorithms (as defined in [S] ). This result is generalized here as follows: 1. For any n, k E N, n 3 k 3 2, we prove that for any 1 -way "well-structured" gossip algorithm running on a graph G,,k of n nodes and vertex bisection width k, the lower bound on the number of rounds is 2 log, n -0.56... . (log, k + log, log, k) -O( 1). 2. For any n, k E N, 2 d k d n/ log, n, we prove that there is a graph Gn,k of n nodes and vertex bisection width k such that there exists a l-way gossip algorithm for it running in 2 log, n -0.56.. . . (log, k + log, log, k) + 0( 1) rounds. The first result generalizes the lower bound for all "well-structured" gossip algorithms on planar graphs from [5] . The second result shows that this improvement is the best possible with respect to a large class of graphs G,,k of n nodes and vertex bisection width k. The first result also provides tight lower bounds for "well-structured" gossiping in d-dimensional grids, d 23. See Section 3 for a definition of the well-structured gossip. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 informally presents the main algorithmic ideas and lower bound proof techniques used in the subsequent sections.
Section 3 investigates the 2VDP mode. Section 3.1 describes a new lower bound for gossiping in graphs with bounded vertex bisection width. In Section 3.2, a tight upper bound is shown by constructing a graph G of bounded vertex bisection width and a gossip algorithm for G working in the stated number of rounds. The algorithm uses the idea of pipelined gossiping in the hypercube, a concept which was already successfully used for gossiping in the 2-dimensional grid in the related edge-disjoint paths mode [6] . This reveals a direct relationship between the gossip complexity in 2VDP mode and the vertex bisection width. Section 4 investigates the IVDP mode. Section 4.1 describes a new lower bound for gossiping in graphs with bounded vertex bisection width. In Section 4.2, a tight upper bound is shown by constructing a graph G of bounded vertex bisection width and a gossip algorithm for G working in the stated number of rounds. The algorithm uses a variation of pipelined gossiping, a concept which was already successfully used for gossiping in the 2-dimensional grid in the related edge-disjoint paths mode [6] . As in 2VDP mode, this gives a direct relationship between the gossip complexity in 1VDP mode and the vertex bisection width. Section 4.3 lists consequences of the derived results for one-way gossiping in d-dimensional grids for the class of all "well-structured" gossip algorithms. Note again that all gossip algorithms designed in vertex-disjoint paths mode have been "well-structured". Section 5 gives further applications of the derived results, namely several consequences for gossiping in graphs of constant degree and planar graphs, as well as similar results for the related edge-disjoint paths mode.
Basic definitions and concepts
Now, we fix the notation used in this paper. For any graph G = (V,E), V = V(G) denotes the set of vertices of G and E =E(G) denotes the set of edges of G. An edge joining u and v is written u -v. A path via nodes u, v, w, . . . is denoted by u-v-w-. . . . r(G) and Q(G) denote the number of rounds of the optimal gossip algorithm (gossip complexity) for G in the 1VDP and 2VDP mode, respectively. For any communication algorithm A, let the complexity of A, corn(A), be the number of rounds of A. Let
throughout the paper. For any graph G = (V,E), a vertex bisector of G is a set of vertices V' C V such that the removal of the edges incident to the vertices of V' splits G into two components G' and G2 of the same size (i.e., I( V(G') 1 -) V(G2)11 < 1). G' and G2 are called the two halves of the vertex bisection. The vertex bisection width of G is defined as vwidth(G) = min{ ) V' ( 1 V' is a vertex bisector of G}. For any II, k E N, n gk, let $,k denote the class of all graphs G of n nodes and with vertex bisection width at most k, and let
For any n, k E N, n > k, let Kn,k denote the graph of n nodes consisting of two complete graphs and having vertex bisection width k, i.e., (2VDP) mode (i.e., all nodes in V(G) -a(G) are considered to have no information and they are only used to build disjoint paths between receivers and senders from a(G)).
{After the second phase, every node in a(G) knows the cumulative message of G.) 3. Broadcast phase. Every node in a(G) broadcasts the cumulative message in its component.
{After this, every node of G knows the cumulative message of G.} In order to design a really efficient gossip algorithm, we shall construct an a(G) in G such that Obviously, the second phase of a three-phase algorithm A corresponds to a gossip algorithm C in a complete graph of la(G)1 nodes. We say that C is implemented in the second phase of A. All algorithms designed here and in [4-61 are three-phase algorithms with second phases implementing an optimal (or almost optimal) gossip algorithm on graphs of la(G)1 nodes. A three-phase algorithm in the 1VDP mode is called well-structured if the second phase is an implementation of the optimal gossip algorithm in the complete graph K, given in [I] , where m = Ia(G 3. Gossiping in the two-way mode 3.1. A lower bound on rz (n, k) In this section, we will prove a new lower bound on rI(n, k) for any n, k E N, n > k 32. In [Sj, a lower bound of 21og, n -log, k -log, log, n -4 was proved. The technique used in [5] is based on estimates of how much information must and can flow through the vertices of a minimal vertex bisector of a given graph in a given number of rounds in order to complete the gossip task. Here the technique is extended and refined by keeping track of the spreading of a piece of information once it has passed from one half of the vertex bisection to the other. Using this approach, we obtain the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.1. For any n, k E N, nak>2, r2(n, k) 22 log, n -log, k -log, log, k -6.
Proof. Let G,,k E %,,k.
Let us first assume that n is a power of 2. Let V be a minimal vertex bisector of G,,k (i.e., 1 VI = k). Let 6 and & denote the vertices of the two halves of the vertex bisection defined by V (i.e., ( fl( = 16 I = n/2). Let A be a gossip algorithm for G,,k in the 2VDP mode running in t rounds. For i 30, define
where Z,(i) is the number of pieces of information from Vi known by D E V, after i rounds of A. For a complete gossip, all nodes in V, must know all the pieces of information from 6. Hence, the gossip scheme A must satisfy z(t)2 16 I . 1 v, 1 = (;)2
Let us estimate an upper bound on Z(i), for i<t. Let S(r) be the set of all pieces of information which are sent from nodes in fi to nodes in Vj in round Y. Let where Z"(~,S) denotes the number of pieces of information from S(r) known by v E V$ after Y + s rounds. We will first state an upper bound on Z(r,s).
Note that after Y rounds, 0 <r < log, n, each node can have at most 2' pieces of information. Hence, in round r + 1 at most k .2' pieces of information can flow from Vi to V, via the bisector V. After r rounds, r 2 log, II, each node can have at most n/2 pieces of information from V,. Hence, in round r + 1 at most k . n/2 pieces of information from 6 can flow from 6 to V, via the bisector V. Therefore,
for O<r< log,n, k ' n/2 for r 3 log, n.
(2)
Also, the number of pieces of information which pass from 6 to V, in round r can at most be doubled in V, in each of the next rounds, until the information is known to all the vertices in V,. Therefore,
Putting (2) and (3) forO<r<logzn, salo&n, 2" . k n/2 for r-2 log,n, Ods< lo&n, n/2 . k . n/2 for r b log, n, s 2 log, n.
Now, we will state an upper bound on I(i) in terms of I(r,s). First, note that we only have to estimate Z(i) for log, n Q i ~2 log, n, because gossiping takes at least log, n rounds, and if we have more than 2 log, n rounds we have proved the theorem. Thus, let i = log, n + j for some 0 <j < log, n. Then, we obtain
r.s< log, n r < log, n,s 3 log, n r> log, n,s<
For any gossip scheme rurming in t rounds, it follows from (1) that 2t-log, n-l n 2 .n.k.(2log,n-t+2)31(t)> 2 . 0 But this holds only if t 22 . log, n -log, k -log, log, k -4, since for t = 2 . lo& n -log, k -log, log, k -4 -x, x > 0, we obtain 2r-log, n-l .n.k.(2log,n-t+2) = 21% n-lo& k-'o& lo& k-5--x . n . k . (log, k + log, log, k + x + 6) n = k.log,k.32.2x
. n . k . (log, k + log, log2 k + x + 6)
If n is not a power of 2, consider Gn,k as a subgraph of &',k where n' =2r"gz"l. Gossiping in &,',k can be performed by first accumulating the information of K,,t,k in G,,k in one round, then gossiping in G,,k in r2(Gn,k) rounds, and finally by broadcasting the information from G,,k to K,,l,k in one round. Hence,
It follows that rz(G,,,k) 2 r2(Knj,k) -2 2 (2 . log, n' -log, k -log, log, k -4) -2 = 2 . [log, n1 -log2 k -log2 log, k -6 2 2 log, n -log, k -log2 log2 k -6. 0
A tight upper bound on r2(n, k)
In this section, we will prove a tight upper bound rz(n, k) <2 . log, n -log, k -log,log,k+7 for any n,kcN, 2<kkn/logzn. So far, only a straightforward upper bound on r2(n, k) was known. It is obtained as follows. Construct a three-phase gossip algorithm for K,,k by taking the k nodes of the vertex bisector as accumulation nodes. This algorithm takes 2 . log, n -log, k + 0( 1) rounds.
In order to improve this simple bound, we will construct a suitable graph Gn,k E $!?,,k for any n, k E N, 2 <k <n/ log, n, and design a three-phase algorithm for G,,k with the second phase implementing an optimal algorithm for the complete graph of la(G)1 nodes. Note that it is not sufficient to directly implement the algorithm for the hypercube in the second phase, because for every bisection of the d-dimensional hypercube
Qd there is a dimension in which at least O(2 d . log, d/d) edges are cut (cf. [7] and Exercise 3.8 from [9] ). Hence, there is some round of the gossip algorithm which cannot be implemented under our assumption k <n/ log, n. Instead, we apply the idea of pipelined gossiping in the hypercube, a concept which was already successfully used to gossip efficiently in the 2-dimensional grid in the related edge-disjoint paths mode [6] . This approach uses a modified gossip algorithm for the hypercube which needs fewer edges of each dimension in each round. Theorem 3.3. For any n, k E N, 2 d k <n/ log2 n, rz(n, k) < 2 log, n -log2 k -log2 log2 k + 7.
Proof. If k < 3, we use the fact that r2(Pn) < 2 . log, n + 2 for the path P, of n nodes [41.
Hence, rz(n, k) < 2 . log, n + 2 < 2 . log, n -log, k -log2 log2 k + 7.
If k84, let da1 such that 2 d+'~k<2~f~. Let k'=2d-1 and n'=d.2d+2d--1. <2.log,n-log,m+3
62~log,n-log,k-log210g,k+7
rounds for the whole algorithm. 0
Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 together show that r2(n, k) = 2. log, n -log, k -log, log, k f 0( 1) for any n, k E N, 2 <k <n/ log, n, and that these results are optimal for a wide range of graphs G,,k, Also, they demonstrate a direct relationship between the gossip complexity in 2VDP mode and the vertex bisection width.
Gossiping in the one-way mode
In this section, we will prove new bounds on r(n, k) for all "well-structured" gossip algorithms.
Let us first recall the properties of a "well-structured" gossip algorithm [5]: 1'. It is a three-phase algorithm. 
Proof. Omitted.
We stress that most gossip algorithms are "well-structured".
A lower bound on r(n,k)
In this section, we will prove a lower bound on r(n, k) for all "well-structured" gossip algorithms.
In [5] , lower bounds were shown for "well-structured" gossiping in the 2-dimensional grid and all planar graphs. The lower bound technique used here is a generalization of the method from [S] . The informal idea of our proof is to show that the number of nodes of any graph G with bounded vertex bisection width having a gossip algorithm with the properties 1' and 2' must be large in comparison with the number of nodes in a(G). This means that there must exist a large component, and so the first phase and the third phase of the gossip algorithm must take a lot of time. The basic, formal idea of this lower bound proof method is based on the following technical lemma.
Let G=(V,E) be a graph.
bisector of G is a set of edges E' GE such that the removal of the edges of E' splits G into two components G' and G2 of size p and p ' = m -p, resp. (i.e G,,. Let GA and G,' 
., ]V(G')] = p and ]V(G2)j = p'). The [p]-(edge) bisection width of G is defined as [p]-bis(G)=min {/E/I 1 E' is a [p]-bisector of G}. The edge bisection width of G is defined as the [p']-(edge) bisection width of G for

denote the two halves of the bisection of G,,. Let p be the number of accumulation nodes in G,!, and p' = m -p be the number of accumulation nodes in G,'. Let GA and G,' be numbered such that p <m/2. Then k3 [p]-bis(Gos(G,,A))/com(A).
Proof. The bisection of G,, determines the bisection of Gos(G,,A) into H' and H2, where V(H') = a(G,) n V(Gi) and V(H2) = a(G,) II V(Gi). Note that (V(H')( = p and ) V(H2)I = p'. Let El = E(Gos(G,,A)) n (V(H') x V(H2)). Since there are at least [p]-bis(Gos(G,,A)) edges in E(Gos(Gm,A)) leading between V(H') and V(H2), there exists a round of A which contains at least [p]-bis(Gos(G,,A))/com(A)
edges of El. To implement this round of A in the second phase of B, there must lead
vertex-disjoint paths between the nodes of a(G,,) in GA on one side and the nodes of a(G,) in G,' on the other side. Clearly, this is only possible if
k> [p]-bis(Gos(G,,A))/com(A). 0
Due to the assumption 2' that the three-phase one-way gossip algorithm under consideration implements the optimal gossip algorithm C on K, given in (K,,C) .
If the congestion of each edge e of Gos(K,,C), i.e., the number of paths containing e, is bounded by c, then obviously p. (m/2)/c is a lower bound on the [p]-bisection width of Gos (K,,C) .
, it is shown that the embedding can be constructed in such a way that c <5/2. m, thus yielding a lower bound of p/5 on the bisection width. 0
Now, we are ready to present the lower bound on "well-structured" gossiping in graphs of bounded vertex bisection width. PrOOf. Let G,,k E gn,k. Let us first assume that n is a power of 2. Let V be a minimal vertex bisector of G,,k (i.e., /V/ = k). Let Vt and 6 denote the vertices of the two halves of the vertex bisection defined by V (i.e., /V, 1 = JV,( = n/2). Let B be a well-structured one-way gossip algorithm for G,,k, and let m = a(G,,k ) be the number of accumulation nodes defined by B. Let p be the number of accumulation nodes in 6 and pf = m -p be the number of accumulation nodes in V,. Let 6 and P$ be numbered such that pdm/2. We distinguish the following three cases:
(1) m<kklogzk. By dividing Gn,k into m components, we get a component of size at least n/m. So, the first phase and the third phase of algorithm B together take at least 2 log,( n/m) rounds. Thus, corn(B) >, 2'log,(n/m) + log, m = 2 log, n -(2 -log, 2) log, m 3 2 log, n -(2 -log, 2) log,(k log, k) = 2 log, n -(2 -log, 2) (log, k + log, log, k).
(2) mak.logzkAp9k. There are at most k accumulation components which go across the cut V. Hence, the vertices of 6 belong to at most p + k accumulation components. As ( r/; I= n/2, the sum of the sizes of these components is at least n/2. Hence, one of these components has size at least n/[2(p + k)]. So, the first and the third phase of algorithm B together take at least 2 log,(n/[2(p
(3) mak.log2kAp3k.
Following Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we have
Hence, corn(B) 3 2 log, n -2 log,( 5 . k . logh m) + log, m -4 2 2 log, n -2 log,(k ' log, m) + log, m -9 = 2 log, n -2 log, k -9 + (log, m -2 log, log, m).
The function f(x) = log, x -2 log, log, x is strictly monotonously increasing for x 3 5. As m 3 k . log, k, it follows that f(m) >f(k ' log, k), and corn(B) 3 2 log, n -2 log, k -9 + (log,(k . log, k) -2 log, log,(k . log, k)) = 2 log, n -2 log,(k . log,(k . log, k)) + log,@ . log, k) -9 > 2 log, n -2 log,(k . logb(k2)) + log,(k . log, k) -9 3 2 log, n -2 log,(k . log, k) + log,(k . log, k) -13 = 2 log, n -(2 -log, 2). log,(k . log, k) -13 = 2 log, n -(2 -log, 2). (log, k + log, log, k) -13.
This completes the case when n is a power of 2.
If n is not a power of 2, consider G,,k as a subgraph of K,,r,k where n' = 2r"sz '1. Gossiping in K,,,,k can be performed by first accumulating the information of K,,j,k in G,,k in one round, then gossiping in G,,k in r(G,,k) rounds, and finally by broadcasting the information from G,,k to K,,l,k in one round. Hence,
It follows that r(Gn,k) 3 r(&,k) -2 > (2 log, n' -(2 -log, 2) . (log, k + log, log, k) -13 ) -2 = 2 . [log, nl -(2 -logb 2) . (log, k + log, log, k) -15 2 2 . log, n -(2 -log, 2). (log, k + log, log, k) -15. 0
A tight upper bound on r(n, k)
In this section, we will prove a tight upper bound r(n, k) 62 log, n -(2 -log,, 2).
(log,k+log,log,k)+O(l) for any n,kEhJ, 2<kdn/log2n. Note that so far only a straightforward upper bound on r(n, k) was known. It can be obtained as follows. Construct a three-phase gossip algorithm for K,,,k by taking the k nodes of the vertex bisector as accumulation nodes. This algorithm takes 2 . log, n -(2 -log, 2). log, k + 0( 1) rounds. In order to improve this bound, we will again use the idea of pipelined gossiping.
Theorem 4.4. For any n, k E N, 2 d k <n/ log, n, r(n, 2)~(log, k+log, log~k)+O(l) Proof. Construct a three-phase algorithm for &k as follows. Let m = [k. log,, kl. For gossiping in Kn,k in 1VDP mode, the information is first accumulated in a(K,,k) = { 1,. .,m} U {n -m + 1,. . ,n}, then pipefined gossiping is used on a (K,,k) , and finally the cumulative message is broadcast to all nodes. The first and last step take [log,(n/2m)l rounds each. (Note that broadcast and accumulation in a path of p nodes can be done in [log, pl rounds in the 1VDP mode by using a recursive doubling technique [4] .)
In [6] , it is shown how a variation of the idea of pipelined gossiping can be used and [ l,j] takes log, m + c steps for some constant c (independent of n and k), which leads to
rounds for the whole algorithm. 0 Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 together show that ~(lt, k) = 2 . log, n -(2 -log, 2) . (log, k + log, log, k) f 0( 1) for any IZ, k E N, k d n/ log, n, and all "well-structured" gossip algorithms, and that these results are optimal for a wide range of graphs G,,k. Also, they demonstrate a direct relationship between the gossip complexity in 1VDP mode and the vertex bisection width.
Gossiping in the d-dimensional grid
In this subsection, we state a tight lower bound on one-way "well-structured" gossiping in the d-dimensional square grid Gr,d of n = md nodes. Proof. The upper bound is given in [6] . The lower bound is obtained by applying Theorem 4.3 to Gr,d, using the fact that Gr," has the vertex bisection width nl-'ld. 0
Further applications and outlook
In this paper, we have revealed a direct relationship between the gossip complexity in lVDP/2VDP mode and the vertex bisection width. In this section, we give further consequences of the derived results and list some open problems.
For the 2VDP mode, it should be noted that the graph G,,k =K,,k of n nodes and vertex bisection width k in the construction of Theorem 3.3 has degree @(n*), but it can be easily transformed into a graph Gi,k (of n nodes and vertex bisection width k) with the same gossip complexity and degree O(log, n) just by eliminating all the edges which are not used during the gossip. In turn, GA k can be directly transformed into a graph Gi,k (of O(n) nodes and vertex bisection width k) of constant degree and with the same gossip complexity (if k. log,(k log, k) <n) just by substituting each hypercube node with a cycle of length log,(klog, k). The resulting graph is very similar to the cube-connected-cycles network. With an additional easy transformation (resolving all the crossing edges), Gi,k can be turned into a planar graph Gi,k.
As a consequence of the derived results, we have graphs (a) Cl of n nodes, degree O(log, n), vertex bisection width O(n/ log, n), and r~(Gi ) < t-z(&) + 0( 1) (compared to the vertex bisection width @(n/e) of the hypercube Qd of n nodes). (b) G2 of n nodes, constant degree, vertex bisection width O(n/(log2 a)*), and r~(G2) < ?2(Gccd) + 0( 1) (compared to the vertex bisection width O(n/ log, n) of the cubeconnected-cycles network cc& of n nodes). (c) Gs of n nodes, planar, constant degree, vertex bisection width 0( fi/ log, n), and rl(G3) < r2(Gr,2) + 0( 1) (compared to the vertex bisection width O( fi) of the 2-dimensional square grid Gr: of n nodes). For the 1VDP mode, the same constructions as above show that there are graphs (a) 61 of n nodes, degree O(log, n), vertex bisection width O(n/ log, n), and Y(G;I ) < ?"(Fibd)+O( 1) (compared to the vertex bisection width @(n/s) of the Fibonacci graph Fibd of n nodes).
(b) G2 of n nodes, constant degree, vertex bisection width O(n/(log2 n)*), and Y(&) d r(GGGd) + 0( 1) (compared to the vertex bisection width O(n/ log, n) of the cubeconnected-cycles network cc& of n nodes).
(c) G3 of n nodes, planar, constant degree, vertex bisection width O(&/log, n), and r( 63) < r(Gri) + 0( 1) (compared to the vertex bisection width O( 4) of the 2-dimensional square grid Guz of n nodes).
The most interesting open problem left concerns the 1VDP mode. In this paper, we have been able to reveal a direct relationship between the gossip complexity and the vertex bisection width for so-called "well-structured" gossip algorithms, but it should be possible to obtain a more general proof for a less restricted class of one-way gossip algorithms. Note again that even in the much weaker standard one-way mode only a few non-trivial lower bounds on gossiping are known. Finally, it should be noted that all the considerations in this paper for the vertexdisjoint paths mode can be made for the related edge-disjoint paths mode as introduced in [6] . All the proof methods work for the edge-disjoint paths mode with only slight changes. This way, a tight relationship between the gossip complexity in the edgedisjoint paths mode and the edge bisection width can be shown. More precisely, the following results can be derived for the one-way (1EDP) and two-way (2EDP) edgedisjoint paths mode:
The lower bound 2 log, n -log, k -log, log, k -6 can be proved on the number of rounds of every 2EDP gossip algorithm working on any graph G,,,k of n nodes and edge bisection width k. A graph Gn,k of n nodes and edge bisection width k, and a 2EDP gossip algorithm for G,,k can be constructed working in 2 log, n -log, k -log, log, k + 7 rounds. The lower bound 2 log, n -(2-log, 2). (log, k + log, log, k) -O( 1) can be proved on the number of rounds of every 1EDP "well-structured" gossip algorithm working on any graph G,,k of n nodes and edge bisection width k. A graph G,,k of n nodes and edge bisection width k, and a 1EDP gossip algorithm for G,,k can be constructed working in 2 log, n -(2 -log, 2). (log, k + log, log, k) + 0( 1) rounds. The lower bound (logb 2 + (2 -log, 2)/d). log, n -(2 -log, 2). log, log, n -O(d) can be proved on the number of rounds of every 1EDP "well-structured" gossip algorithm for the d-dimensional square grid Gr,d of n = md nodes. This bound is tight to the upper bound in [6] .
